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Place Value
As we start in to the next unit in physics, we are approaching a point in the year
where we will start using numbers that are very big or very small. To represent
numbers like that, we use scientific notation, which you will learn about later this week. Before we get
there, however, it is essential that you understand how the number systems that you already know really
work.

The simplest number systems simply have a single symbol that is repeated as needed to make the number.
So, ••••• might stand for 5 and ••• for 3. This makes for simple processes when it comes to adding or
subtracting numbers, but large numbers are very hard to represent.

What is done more often is to come up with a new symbol that stands for some number of the original
symbol. So, in Roman numerals, a V stands for IIIII, a X stands for VV, and so on. Poker chips work in the
same way; the different colors represent different denominations. A standard way to play is to have white
chips be worth 1, reds worth 5, and blues worth 20.

Notice that as soon as you have multiple symbols in a counting system, you have to come up with rules for
borrowing - turning one red into five whites when you need to pay out 2 whites and have run out. It is also
customary to recombine whites into reds if you have 5 or more, so as to minimize your total number of
chips.

. 1 Given what types of chips you have below, convert to find out the total value.

a) BBB RRR WWWW = 

b) BBBB RR W = 

. 2 For the values given below, find a combination of chips that represents that value using the least
possible number of chips.

a) 21 = 

b) 37 = 

. 3 Perform the following additions and subtractions, giving your answer as a combination of chips. Try
to do this by borrowing and carrying, not by converting into numbers first.

a) B RR W + BB R WW = 

b) BBB RRR WWW - BB R WW = 

c) B R W - WW = 

d) B RR WW + R WWW = 

e) BB WW - R WWWW = 



. 4 In Mayan numerals, a dot stands for 1 and a bar stands for 5. Convert the following into regular
numbers.

As we start to deal with bigger and bigger numbers, simply making up a new symbol for each new
denomination begins to be difficult. For example, how many of you remember the Roman numeral for 500,
or for 5000? The solution to this problem, which is used by all modern number systems, is to reuse the same
symbols we already had, but let the position within the number of that symbol tell use something about its
value. This is called a place value system.

For example, with Mayan numerals, the regular numerals only go up to 20. I could represent a
number bigger than 20 with two numbers: one to say how many groups of 20 I have, and one to
say how many more single numbers should be added to that. We write the numeral for the groups
of 20 on top of the numeral for the groups of 1. So, for example, the two numerals to the left, when
put together with the 3 on top of the 11, stand for 3 groups of 20, plus 11 extras: 3 * 20 + 11 = 71.

Of course, there is another limit to this: now the biggest number I can represent is 19 * 20 + 19 = 399. So
what do I do? I add another numeral on top, representing the groups of 400.

. 5 Convert the following Mayan numbers into regular numbers.

. 6 Work out the following subtraction problems, giving your answer in Mayan numbers. Try to do it as a
Mayan would - borrowing a bar by crossing it out to make five dots, borrowing a dot from the upper
row to turn it into 4 bars on the lower row.
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